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Auras: Clairvoyance and Psychic Development
Tune in to your aura and change your life. Your aura is your colourful energy field and protection unique to you - it reflects
how you are feeling, the experiences you have and can help us understand who we are. It can be damaged but also healed
and strengthened. All with simple everyday practices. Discover your aura - how to see, feel and know it - understand its
powers and how to look after it so that it can help you reach your full potential.

The Little Book of Aura Healing
Do you want to understand your family members and coworkers? Then it's time to broaden your vision If you're like us,
you're often left confused by the behavior of others. Why do people act the way the do? How do they really feel? Can they
be trusted? How can we really know? Auras reflect who we are and provide a source of information about a person. Reading
auras is an ancient skill taught in many religious traditions (and not so religious traditions) throughout history. Reading
auras is not an anti-Christian approach to understanding and analyzing human behavior, and it's certainly not a sin! Science
has discovered that energy fields are real and measurable and therefore "readable." Science has proven that reading auras
is a God given skill that we can developed. This book will provide you with a step-by-step guide on how to go from beginner
to expert with very little practice! Let us help you discover Five simple steps that will teach you how to see auras. The
scientific and spiritual connection of auras. How reading auras can open you to greater happiness, peace and fulfillment.
The ancient history of auras and how it effects us today. The connection between belief, faith and energy and how you can
capitalize on your personal growth. How reading auras can help keep you safe, save money and even help to heal illness.
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The relationship between the mind, the third eye, chakras and energy and how to harness the power of each. How to
interpret illness, deceit and danger and what to do when you "see" things that a person is hiding from you. How to cleanse
your aura and why it's important for your health and wellbeing. The 10 colors of an aura and what they mean. How to
interpret color, brightness and layers of an aura. The 7 layers of an aura, how to see them, what they mean and what to do
with the information. And much more. If you want to change your life, improve your relationships and have a broadened
vision of the world, then now is your chance! You're worth it. Take the step to help make your world a better place by
clicking the "Add To Cart" button now.

Auras Unraveled
Unlock your psychic ability with this powerful, easy-to-use guide to energy awareness. Basic Psychic Development offers
step-by-step exercises that explain how to understand and use auras, chakras, and clairvoyance to make the invisible world
visible. Based on the work of Lewis Bostwick, founder of the Berkeley Psychic Institute, Basic Psychic Development
encourages an open, playful approach to experiencing the energies. Basic Psychic Development shows how to:Read
aurasUse intuition to develop clairvoyanceOvercome blocks and boundary issuesDevelop meditation and breathing
exercisesGive chakra therapy

Auras
Humanity is entering a new era—we are evolving into super-powered beings of light. Our auric energy bodies are
experiencing a transformational shift as new crystalline structures form within and around our auras. Kala Ambrose, a
respected wisdom teacher, intuitive, and oracle, teaches how to connect with your rapidly changing energy body to expand
your awareness and capabilities on the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual levels. This groundbreaking guide contains
a wealth of practical exercises, diagrams, and instructions that show you how to use this transformative energy to create
powerful positive change in your own life and in the world. Repair the aura and maintain a balanced, healthy energy body
Interpret and work with the auras of infants, children, and teens Understand energy cords and how they attach in
relationships Sense and balance energy in buildings and natural locations Sense and communicate with spirit guides in the
aura Use elemental energy to enhance your auric field Understand the impact of thoughts and emotions on the aura Access
the akashic records through the auric layers Remove negative thought forms in the aura Create powerful protective fields in
the aura for psychic protection Praise: "Kala is an amazing metaphysical teacher, with a deep understanding of her subject.
In this well-written, personal, and heart-felt book, she reveals the secrets of the auric field, its power and meaning. This is a
very useful and easy-to-understand guide." —Amy Zerner and Monte Farber, authors of The Soulmate Path, and the Chakra
Meditation Kit
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Simplified Qabala Magic
Auras and chakras are natural human boundary and energy systems. This guidebook by a therapist is an examination of the
aura and chakras, providing material on each of the chakras, and on defining, cleansing and protecting a personal aura. It is
designed to demystify the subject and empower all readers.

Auras
The Human Aura: Reading Auras & Colors This book goes beyond the entertainment of aura and chakra colors, uncovering
for the first time some of the intensely personal and relevant information that sits in the human aura. With powerful case
studies and sensitively written, it is a delight to read that will interest and intrigue many. It opens a doorway to an unseen
world, a world of energy and color, which has implications on every area of life. Have you had an aura reading & want to
know more about auras and chakras and what the colors mean? Maybe you've had an aura photograph & want to
understand what it says about you. This book will show you how to read auras & interpret the information that many people
miss. Naturally improve your own psychic abilities and psychic development by reading auras. Working with the aura and
the energy of the human body you quickly and effortlessly start to expand your own psychic awareness. "This is a language
of color that is very easy to learn and interpret." Discover How to sense energy What the aura colors mean The Magic
Matrix -a tool that makes reading auras easy How to improve your own intuitive, psychic ability How to protect your energy
Aura Colors Covered: The Red Aura The Orange Aura What Does a Yellow Aura mean? Do you have a Green Aura? What's
the main thing people with a Blue Aura need to be aware of? The Indigo & Violet Auras The Crystal Aura What Brown & Pink
in the Aura mean Do have the passion of red, the sensitivity of blue or the loving heart of green in your aura? How about
your friends and family - what colors are they? Understand the seven main chakras, the energy centers in the human aura
and the association they each have with us on a mental, physical emotional and spiritual level. When you understand the
aura you can manage your energy and take your well-being to a whole new level.

How to See and Read the Aura
"Auras: How to See, Feel & Know," is like three books in one! 1. It's an information packed, full color, complete training
manual with 17 time tested exercises and 47 photos and illustrations to help you quickly be able to see Auras in vibrant
color! It is the only full color book on auras available. 2. An entertaining read as Embrosewyn recalls his early childhood and
high school experiences seeing auras, and the often humorous reactions by everyone from his mother to his friends when
he told them what he saw. 3. Plus, a fascinating chapter on body language. Embrosewyn teaches in his workshops to not
just rely on your interpretation of the aura alone, but to confirm it with another indicator such as body language."Auras:
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How to See, Feel & Know," goes in depth with thorough explanations and great pictures to show you all the common body
language indicators used to confirm what someone's aura is showing you. Auras includes: 17 dynamic eye exercises to help
you rapidly begin to see the beautiful world of auras! 47 full color pictures and illustrations (in the Kindle or Full Color print
edition). Anyone with vision in both eyes can begin seeing vividly colored auras around any person with just 5 minutes of
practice! Learn how to: See the 7 layers of the aura using Embrosewyn's pioneering technique Understand the meaning of
the patterns and shadows observed in the layers Train your eyes to instantly switch back and forth from aura to normal
vision Understand the meaning and nuances of every color of the rainbow in an aura Use your aura as a shield against
negative energy or people Power up your aura to have greater achievement in any endeavor Interpret body language to
confirm observations of the aura Cut negative energy cords to disharmonious people Understand health conditions and
ailments through the aura The secret to aura sight is to retrain the focusing parts of your eyes to see things that have
always been there, but you have never been able to see before.

Auras
Awaken your personal power--easy techniques to understand, read, and heal your aura The Little Book of Aura Healing is
your beginner's guide to what your aura is and how you can heal and maintain it for better well-being. Begin with a brief
background on how auras work before diving into specifics of each color, each layer, and practical aura balancing
techniques that anyone can do. The Little Book of Aura Healing illuminates how your aura is connected to your physical,
emotional, mental, and spiritual health. Start healing your aura right away with: Practical techniques--Explore simple
practices for reading, healing, and strengthening your aura, with friendly language and helpful illustrations. Learn the
signs--Discover ways to identify an aura that's imbalanced and how to align the energy of your thoughts, emotions,
intentions, and actions for greater aural symmetry. The seven layers--Learn about the color, size, chakra, and personality
traits associated with each of the seven main layers of your aura, and how to heal the ones that need your attention most.
This book is your ultimate guide to auras and their colors as well as simple practices to read, cleanse, and heal them.

The Complete Book of Auras
You've probably heard the expression, "If these walls could talk" With psychic touch, or psychometry, you can learn to read
the energy of objects, places, and people. Popular author Ted Andrews presents a positive and straightforward system for
developing your psychic skills. With this guide, learn the basics of psychometry, why it works, and simple techniques for
doing your own readings. Using psychic touch, you can tune in to the world around you in a fascinating new way. Discover
how to: Find lost objects and people Sense health imbalances Assess places and objects for harmonious or challenging
energy Use psychic skills responsibly and ethically Enjoy a richer and more informed perspective on life
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What Color is Your Aura?
Auras: a Beginner's Guide on How to Feel, See and Strengthen the Auric Field
Find your aura with this entry in the popular LITTLE BIT OF series! Every person, animal, and place has an aura: a rainbowcolored energy field surrounding us. With this introductory guide, you can learn how to identify and interpret auras,
discover what their different colors mean, and heal and cleanse your own and others' auras. In addition, renowned author
Cassandra Eason provides a range of spiritually enhancing hands-on exercises to try.

The Human Aura
Does everyone have an Aura? What does yours say about you? Does it affect your health and happiness? Can it reveal
sickness? Can it heal? If you've ever asked yourself or anyone else these questions, you've just found the answers. The
truth is, each and every one of us has abilities beyond the scope of our everyday understanding yet, sadly, few of us
develop them. Get in touch with your higher self and tap into your innate abilities with Auras: Psychic Development &
Energy Fields: How to Read and Understand the Human "Aura." Whether you are searching for an alternative way to heal
sickness or just have a passing interest in Chakra, Reiki, or crystals, this guide is an excellent place to start. This great book
takes you beyond the physical body to the spiritual plane of existence. It explores your psychic being and how you can tap
into human energy fields. You'll do more than just learn theories you'll: Unlock your abilities through psychic development
Discover what human energy fields are and how they work Learn how to read and interpret the human aura Explore the
hidden secrets to different sets of mediums Learn to identify and nurture various sources of energy Get helpful
development exercises Find expert tips and do's and don'ts Don't ignore human energy fields just because you can't see
them. Expand your journey to health and happiness beyond the physical plane with Auras: Psychic Development & Energy
Fields: How to Read and Understand the Human "Aura."

Edgar Cayce on Auras & Colors
For centuries psychics have insisted on the reality of the human aura - a coloured halo or forcefield surrounding the body
that can be used, among other things, to diagnose illness. Now science is beginning to corroborate what occultism has long
maintained.

The Black Book of Communism
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For the late psychic Edgar Cayce, the aura provided a pictorial representation of an individual’s health, thoughts, talents,
and life potentials as well as karmic lessons and even past lives. In a very real sense, the aura functions as a barometer of
the whole self—body, mind, and spirit. Psychic Carol Ann Liaros and Cayce expert Kevin J. Todeschi have joined together to
present a unique volume that teaches you to access your intuitive self in order to see these auras and colors and then goes
on to explain their meaning as based on the well-documented readings of Edgar Cayce. Their work explores colors and the
human aura in a way that provides practical tools for understanding that can be applied in your own life right now.

Auras
Have you ever wanted to get an immediate picture of someone's mood, personality, state of health, or true nature? It's easy
to learn to recognize and interpret the aura—the colorful bands of energy that emanate from the soul. And once you do,
you'll have a powerful edge in achieving goals, improving your health, helping others, and enjoying success in all areas of
your life. Based on decades of teaching thousands of people this life-enriching practice, Richard Webster shares proven,
step-by-step techniques for seeing, feeling, strengthening, and cleansing the aura. Through meditations, visualizations, and
creative exercises, you'll learn to tap into the body's chakra system—the energy centers that correspond to the aura's
seven layers—and discover simple ways to: Clear and balance your chakras using crystals and pendulums Recognize signs
of illness and heal yourself Protect your aura from psychic attack Give accurate readings for others Read the auras of your
pets and treat their ailments

How to Meet & Work with Spirit Guides
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho,"
and Cuba under Castro.

Auras
Discover How to Read and See Energy Fields Have you been learning about the realm of Auras, but want to get a deeper
understanding of each color's meaning? In this book, Valerie goes over not only the meanings of the colors but also the
effect fear and stress have on auras and ways to protect your aura from these harmful effects. Here's a peek at what you'll
learn from this book: Aura Color Meanings The Effect Fear has on Auras How to Protect Your Aura Psychic Development and
Aura Relation And more Learn all the tips and tricks!

Change Your Aura, Change Your Life
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A Book of SpellsA Book of ShadowsDiscover Genuine, but Powerful, Spells that Have Been Passed Down If you want to start
practicing your magic, but not sure where to begin-look no further. Wicca: Book of Shadows contains select spells that can
be performed by experienced and novice Wiccans. Plus, the ingredients you need for these particular spells are not hard to
find! In this book Valerie W. Holt, teaches white magic spells for success, wealth, love and more. Here's a quick look at what
you're getting: Creating Your Book of Shadows Love and Relationship Spells Wealth and Prosperity Spells Health and Well
Being Spells Assorted Spells And Much More This is more than an informational Wiccan Book of spells. You'll have actionable
steps to start practicing Wiccan spells.

Basic Psychic Development
If you want to explore the energy and beauty of auras, simply start here! Auras: The Anatomy of the Aura is a modern
illustrated guide to the ancient practice of aura reading. The latest title in The Start Here Guide Series, this is the perfect
book to introduce readers to the power and beauty of auras. These layered veils of energy surround all physical things and
reflect the state of their internal energy flow. Author and teacher Eliza Swann demystifies the world of auras and brings an
ancient tradition into the modern era, teaching readers: - What an “aura” is from both mystical and scientific perspectives Techniques for learning to perceive auras - The history of the concept of auras - An in-depth explanation of the layers of the
human aura - An extensive glossary of terminology relating to the human aura - How to heal the human aura Black and
white illustrations throughout the book help readers visualize the techniques as they read. Packed with information yet
always fun and accessible, Auras is the ultimate beginners guide!

Auras and Chakras
"Anyone can learn to see and experience the aura more effectively." -Ted Andrews If you''ve ever felt immediately
comfortable-or uncomfortable-around someone you''ve just met, you''ve probably sensed a person''s aura. Now you can
learn to actually see the aura-the energy field that surrounds the human body. Popular author Ted Andrews presents simple
and effective techniques for not only seeing auras, but also deciphering what the aura reveals about a person''s physical,
emotional, and spiritual self. Discover how to: See the colors of the aura and interpret their meanings Make simple tools to
measure the aura Cleanse, strengthen, and protect your own aura Increase your sensitivity and intuition Boost your energy
and improve your health

Aura Reading Through All Your Senses
Master the Art of Reading Auras Valerie has bundled together her best-selling, two-book, Aura series. Learn everything you
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need to know to start seeing, feeling, and knowing Auras. When you purchase this book you're getting Auras for Beginners,
and Auras: Tips and Tricks. The #1 Aura Guide to Seeing Feeling, and Knowing Auras Discvoer the Realm of Auras In this
book, Valerie will discuss how you can start seeing, feeling, and knowing people, specifically their auras, at a moments
notice! Here's a peek at what you'll learn from this book: What Auras Tuly Are The 7 Layers that Make Up Auras How to See
Auras How to Feel Auras How to Know Auras Practicing Your Perceptions And More Learn the Fundamentals of Auras.
Discover How to Read and See Energy Fields Have you been learning about the realm of Auras, but want to get a deeper
understanding of each color's meaning? In this book, Valerie goes over not only the meanings of the colors but also the
effect fear and stress have on auras and ways to protect your aura from these harmful effects. Here's a peek at what you'll
learn from this book: Aura Color Meanings The Effect Fear has on Auras How to Protect Your Aura Psychic Development and
Aura Relation And more Learn all the tips and tricks!

The Zenned Out Guide to Understanding Auras
Johnathan can see Auras around living things. His parents encourage him to use his ability to understand how someone is
feeling. Johnathan understands that seeing Auras is a gift.

Auras
Gain Wisdom, Protection, and Healing Through the Power of Auras! Have you ever wondered about auras? Do you know
how to detect them? Would you like to be able to gain insight into people by reading their auras? If so, then Auras is the
book for you! Are you curious about auras? Would you like to know: How Auras Have Been Depicted and Studied Since
Ancient Times? The Benefits and Significance of Auras The Meanings of Aura Colors How to Detect Auras in Others How to
Cleanse and Protect Your Aura You'll even learn the relation of auras and their colors to chakras and healing! Purchase
Auras Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking the Buy Button Heal yourself and others, gain wisdom and
insight, and explore the colorful world of aura visualization!

Auras
A Clear-Cut Guide To The Auric Field & How To Develop It The most agreed upon origins of the word "aura" can be traced
back to Greek and Latin roots with the meanings "breeze", "breath", "wind" or "air". In the mid-19th century, the term
started to take on a different connotation in Europe, and was used to describe the "characteristic impression" made by a
person. A few years later, spiritualists adopted it to convey the subtle field of energy that radiates off beings. Hindu scholars
insist that "aura" actually comes from Sanskrit, and refers to the spokes in a wheel. The imagery of a spoke originating from
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a hub is a parallel to how the aura radiates from the physical body. For the average person, the aura extends approximately
three to five feet from the borders of the physical body. It is densest at the section closest to the flesh, and gradually
becomes more transparent and indistinct the farther away it goes. It can be described as a cloud or flame that gradually
fades out of the field of vision. During The Course Of The Book We Will Explore: The nature of the human aura & its
attributes How the auric field plays a part in your spiritual evolution The different layers and colors of the aura & their
meanings How to start sensing auras How you can learn to see them Cleansing your field of negative energy Strengthening
& maintaining good auric health And more! Get to know your energetic nature. Get to know yourself!

Auras
Auras
Traditionally pictures of saints have auras, but you don't have to be a saint to have an aura. Or read one. Rosetree explores
11 gifts you may have for aura reading. Ironically, any spiritual gift can cause problems until you learn how to handle it -eg: emotional empaths often don't realise they take on feelings that really belong to other people. As long as you have a
gift, why not make it work for you? Empaths and others, you will love the do-it-yourself techniques -- over 100 of them -- to
save money, improve health, and more. No doubt this is the most practical book on aura reading ever written. And you will
find a salty sense of humour mixed in with Rosetree's tips using aura reading at the supermarket, during and after sex, for
kissing babies, gardening, even a couple of lie detector tests.

A Little Bit of Auras
A new guide to the source of your spiritual energy--the aura--from renowned spiritual teachers Barbara Y. Martin and Dimitri
Moraitis. Discover your source of unlimited spiritual energy! Everything you think, feel, and do radiates a spiritual energy
that comes through in various colors and hues: This is your aura. The aura is your spiritual blueprint. By changing the
quality of your aura, you can automatically change the quality of your life. In this groundbreaking book, renowned aura
expert Barbara Martin, known as the Mozart of Metaphysics, leads you through her technique for improving the aura--a
technique she has taught to thousands. -Whether you see auras or not, this breakthrough book reveals: -What the various
colors of the aura mean and say about you. -How to work with the power rays of spiritual enrichment--including love,
prosperity healing, and wisdom. -More than 90 meditations to deepen personal relationships, advance your career, and
transform destructive emotions. -How to become more spiritual and closer to God.
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The Awakened Aura
The human aura is believed to be an energy field that surrounds the body. Those gifted with a psychic sense and are able
to perceive it. Glowing colors associated with the aura are said to change with mood or emotion and, with practice, one can
begin seeing and reading auras for themselves. This book covers human magnetism, the effects of color, thought forms,
building and developing the aura for one's benefit, and includes detailed instructions on how to create a protective shield
around oneself and offer healing energies to others.

Aura Glasses
Auras - 2nd Edition Grab this GREAT physical book now at a limited time discounted price! This is the recently updated 2nd
edition of the book, with all new added information making it a complete guide to Auras. Auras are often thought of as a
mystical light that only certain gifted people can see. However, this book will explain to you exactly how absolutely anyone
can learn to see, feel, and understand auras of both people and objects! As you will discover, auras have been talked about
in many different cultures around the world for thousands of years. You will soon learn about the history of auras in
different countries and cultures, and what the aura represents in different beliefs. The different colors and layers of the aura
will be explained, so that you can interpret the meaning of someone's aura and see what mood they're in! Most importantly,
you will learn how to see and feel the auras of yourself, others, and objects around you. Being able to see auras is a fun and
rewarding thing to learn, and with the simple steps provided in this book you soon will be able to master this awesome skill!
Here Is What You'll Learn About What is an Aura History of Auras Auras in Different Cultures The Colors of the Aura What
the Different Colors Mean How to View Auras How to Feel Auras Much, Much More! Order your copy of this fantastic book
today!

Your Aura and Your Chakras
Keeping track of all your Aura or Aura reading activities is very important because it will make everything easier. With this
journal, you can write down and then learn how to identify and interpret auras, discover what their different colors mean,
and heal and cleanse your own and others' auras. If you've always been interested in tracking and discovering how to
develop your psychic abilities, through Aura readings, then this journal is for you. FEATURES: It can be a gift for family and
friends. It will help to build and develop your Aura knowledge/skills Perfect for people planning to develop themselves
spiritually Great way to remember and take note of the different Auras that you read/encounter.

Read People Deeper
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The only book actually written by Edgar Cayce, Auras includes anecdotes and observations on the meaning of auras and
how to learn to see them and use them. Includes a chart on the colors of the visible spectrum and their correlations to
musical notes, planets, and attitudes.

Auras
That is a brave claim to make, especially in the title of a book. But it's true. When you practice the ten easy steps in this
book, you will be able to quickly and easily see the aura. Dr. Raymond A. Moody, author of the famous book, Life After Life,
read this book and wrote, "Hallelujah! I can finally see [auras] for myself. And I suspect many others will be probing this
realm, too, with this guidebook in their hands." Mark Smith, the author of Auras: See Them in Only 60 Seconds! (previously
published as In A New Light), has hosted numerous seminars on auric vision. Now you can learn ó in the safety, privacy, and
comfort of your own home ó what he has refined over years of study, practice, and teaching. In just one minute you will be
able to see auras. The appendix shows you the ten steps to develop your auric vision and make it stronger, and gives a
special way for you to see your own aura. Learning to see the mysterious glow that surrounds the body is just the first step.
As you rapidly increase your abilities you will be able to see a wide range of colors in the aura. The colors provide an
amazing amount of information about a person. You will learn how to interpret the aura to determine everything from the
physical health level of a person to how charismatic that person is. If you want to learn to see and read the aura, this book
is a must.

How To Do Psychic Readings Through Touch
Auras are the colored bands of light that surround everyone's body. What Color Is Your Aura? is the only book available that
will tell readers what color their aura is and what it reveals about their personality, emotions, talents and potential.

Understanding Auras
Empowered by Empathy is the first book written for empaths and provides a unique perspective. Explains how to improve
the quality of life by turning off unwanted empathy as well as maximizing its potential. The author offers a new model for
understanding forms of sensitivity that can otherwise be troublesome, provides tested techniques. Learn to use the gift(s)
you already have and find out what will really protect you best.

Auras
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In this beautifully illustrated comprehensive guide to auras, expert spiritualist Cassie Uhl shows you how to identify and
interpret energetic fields with actionable steps that will make you an expert in no time. Auras are constantly changing.
Everything can affect your aura: your mood, your health, the food you eat, your environment, and the energy of other
people. With The Zenned Out Guide to Understanding Auras, you'll learn how to intuit your auric field and what steps you
can take to keep your aura radiant, healthy, and protected. You’ll also learn the different layers and colors and what they
mean, plus discover techniques to cleanse and heal your energetic field. Gorgeous illustrations make it easy to navigate
through the chapters as you enhance your intuition and understanding of energy. You'll: Learn about the subtle energy
body, the many purposes of the aura, and how each chakra connects to the auras. Tap deeper into your intuition and third
eye chakra to open yourself up to experiencing auras by feeling, hearing, touching, intuiting, or "seeing" them. Take the
aura quiz to find your primary aura color(s) and better understand your personality and traits. Protect your aura through
energy work, crystals, herbs, food, meditations, visualizations, sound healing, and breathing techniques. Do quick aura
scenes to identify energy vampires that are harming your aura and help keep your aura healthy. Perform aura readings on
other people and on yourself! With these interactive exercises and tips, you can protect your aura from unwanted energy
and feel like your best self. The Zenned Out series is an open invitation to seasoned and curious spiritualists who want to
explore their craft. With Cassie Uhl’s approachable steps and explanations to mystical tools and symbolism, readers can
start using the information right away.

The Human Aura
Unlock Your Ability to See Auras and Read People Can you imagine meeting someone for the first time and instantly being
able to tell what type of personality they have? What if you could read the emotions of others? Auras allow us to learn all of
this information and more about a person at a glance. Unlock your psychic potential to see auras, learn what the different
aura colors mean, and discover how to strengthen/heal your own auric field. Download this book if you want a deeper
understanding of Auras and Energy Fields, including step-by-step exercises on how to see auras, myths and misconceptions
unraveled, techniques to heal your own aura, and more. In addition, the information contained in this book will help you to
better understand other people in regards to their emotions, health, and intentions (even if they are hiding them). This book
is right for you if: You want to see auras but you're not sure where to begin You're on the path to spiritual awakening and
psychic development You want to be able to reveal exactly what a person is feeling or what state of being they're in You're
highly sensitive to the emotions of others and you want to learn how to shield yourself You want to heal your own auric field
and attract positivity into your life Many people today are in search of information about Auras and Energy Fields for a
multitude of reasons. The ability to see auras is a powerful gift to possess, it allows you to have a much more direct and
genuine connection with a person. Reading your own aura allows you to stay in touch with yourself and ensure that you're
in alignment with your own well being. Regardless of your motivation, this book will provide you with a well rounded
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understanding of these energy fields and practical exercises to develop your ability to see auras. What You Will Learn By
Purchasing 'Auras Unraveled' The Concept & History of Auras Myths & Misconceptions Unraveled Aura Colors & What They
Mean How to See Auras How to Improve Your Auric Presence & Keep It Strong Protecting, Cleansing, & Healing Your Aura
And Much More Take action now and download your copy of 'Auras Unraveled' by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With
1-Click." Anyone can learn how to see auras with some practice and an open mind. Don't pass up this opportunity to
develop a gift that will assist you in nearly every aspect of your life. It is a wonderful thing being able to take a glimpse into
the mind of another person and gain such valuable insight. Developing your auric abilities allows you to have a more loving
and connected relationship with not only others, but with yourself as well. Tags: see auras, energy fields, reading people,
psychic abilities, spiritual, clairvoyant, aura reading, aura healing, empathy, shielding, cleansing, aura colors

Aura Reading for Beginners
An aura is a halo of energy that surrounds the body of a living being. This can be anything from animals, to plants, to of
course, humans. You have an aura, and so does every other person in the world. You sense these already, even if you may
not be aware of it. You have probably noticed that around certain people, you feel good seemingly without effort. You might
also have noticed, in the past, that certain people make you feel drained or negative. This is because of what is in their
aura. Although we are all constantly affected by this and reading these phenomena subconsciously, it helps to become
more knowledgeable on the subject in order to truly make use of it. This book will help you learn all about auras and
different ways to see them, protect yours, and decipher their meanings. What You Will Learn How to see auras What the
color of auras mean How to cleanse and protect your aura And much much more

You Are A Rainbow
Fully comprehend those around you by learning to read their aura, the energetic manifestation of the soul. Watch for a dirty
red haze around those who have just lost their temper, or an expanded aura for those doing philanthropic deeds. Learn to
see auras through the proven methods taught by Richard Webster in his psychic training classes, including exploring the
chakra system and learning how to restore balance. Then, begin to imprint your desires into your aura to attract what you
want in your life. These proven methods for seeing and reading auras will help you: —Interpret the meanings of colors in
the aura —Find a career that is best suited for you —Relate better to the people in your life —Enjoy excellent health
—Discover areas of your life that you need to work on —Imprint what you want in your future into your aura —Discover the
signs of impending ill health, drug abuse, and pain —Change the state of your aura and stimulate specific chakras through
music, crystals, color
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Rainbow Lights
According to the author of this text, we often experience spirit contact in our lives but fail to recognize it for what it is. As a
solution, this book shows how to access and attune to beings such as guardian angels, nature spirits and elementals, spirit
totems, archangels, gods and goddesses, as well as family and friends after their physical death.

Auras
The mystical Qabala is one of the most esoteric yet practical systems for expanding consciousness and unfolding spiritual
gifts. "Simplified Qabala Magic" offers a basic understanding of what the Qabala is and how it operates. It provides
techniques for utilizing the forces within the system to bring peace, healing, power, love, and magic.
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